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formalism of [l&23-27] , etc. the problem reads as follows: Is Tpres + Znd co Tpa + Znd true? ) We shall prove that the answer is in the affirmative (Corollary 2.2): there exists a data theory DT, a program p and a formula 3 in the language of DT such that DT + Tpres + Znd does not prove the partial correctness of p w.r.t. I,!J but DT + Tpa + Znd does. Moreover, it is enough to use a distinguished proper subset In& of the set Znd (cf. Theorem 2.1).
In the last section (Section 4) we will show the connections with dynamic and temporal logics.
The present paper is self-contained, but our notational framework is described in more detail (and more formally) e.g. in [l&23-25,27 ].
1. Preliminaries 1.1. Concerning classical logic, we shall usually use the concepts and notation of [8] or [17] . Throughout the paper, d denotes an arbitrary (one-sorted) similarity type (or signature or language). For a set X = {xi: i E w} of variables, Trm$ and F: denote, respectively, the set of all terms and the set of all first-order formulas of similarity type d containing variables from X only.
For sets r, A of formulas, we often write r + A instead of r U A. If G is a binary relation symbol of d, Q = ( Qo, . . . , Qk_,) is a sequence of quantifiers (V or 3), 1= (x0, . . . , xk-] ) E kX is a sequence of variables (with length of that of Q), 47 E Fz and (I E Trm:, then (Qz < a) cp abbreviates 3~ Q, and Vj Q, abbreviate, respectively, 3x0 3x1. . * Z~X~_~ Q, and V.xoVx, . . .
V&-l cp.
If q is a formula, x is a variable symbol and z is a term, then the formula q(x/t) is obtained by replacing every free occurrence of x in cp by z.
One-sorted models are denoted by boldface capital letters, like T and D, and their universes are denoted by the corresponding italic capitals. Many-sorted models are denoted by calligraphic letters, like JU. The words 'extension', 'expansion' and 'reduct' are used in the sense of [8] and [17] . If A is a model with universe A and a E A then (A, a) denotes the expansion of A with a as a constant.
Throughout, t denotes the similarity type of arithmetic, that is, it consists of the function and relation symbols 0, S, s--, +, . with their usual arities.
1.2. For any (one-sorted) similarity type d, we define td to be a three-sorted similarity type, expanding d, as follows. The set of sorts is {t, d, i}; t, d and i are called time, data and intensions sorts, respectively. td consists of the following three parts: l symbols of d purely of sort d, but otherwise with the same arities as in d; l symbols of t (0, S, S, +, .) purely of sort t, but otherwise with the same arities as in t: l a binary function symbol ext, called extension, the first argument of which is of sort i, the second one is of sort t, and its value is of sort d.
Intuitively, intensions are functions mapping the time universe into the data universe (universe of individuals). It is the operation ext that implements this intuition, assigning data values to intensions at every time instant. Because of this intuition, we will often write S(T) = u instead of ext(s, z) = o (where s is an intension variable and r, u are terms of sorts t and d respectively). Let X = {xi: i E o}, Y = {yl: i E CO}, Z = {z;: i E w} be three pairwise disjoint countable sets, otherwise arbitrary but fixed throughout the paper. When writing up terms and formulas of similarity type td, we use X, Y and Z for variables of sorts d, i and t respectively. For brevity, we will often write x, y, z for x0, y,,, z. respectively. We define E;Ed 'gr Ftd (xuyuz). We The dynamic logics 'LAX' and their uses were elaborated and explained in greater detail in the above quoted papers as well as in [24] . We do not need that theory here, but our results apply directly to that theory. We will give some more details about this in Section 4.
Instead of dynamic logic, we can apply the results of this paper to Temporal Logics as explained in [4] , and as it was done e.g. in [l, 7, 13,28,2] . When evaluating a temporal formula in a model Ju = (T, . . .) of & then only the reduct (T, 0, S, S) of the time frame T of Ju is used. (One may ask the question, why are then + and 'e' for T included into the models of temporal logic in the above quoted works, but as it is explained in [4, 1, 7] , these operations on the time frame are useful for temporal logic in an indirect but quite essential way.)
The main result
Theorem 2.1 below states that, for proving partial correctness of programs, Presburger's axioms Tpres for the time scale plus full three-sorted induction Znd are not stronger than Peano's axioms Tpa, even if we require induction only for quantifier free many-sorted formulas ( Remark. Tpres + Znd may seem puzzling, since we add, among others, all induction axioms of Peano arithmetic (in the time sort). But do not overlook that we do not add the axioms recursively defining multiplication, namely
Call Tpa without the axioms (*) PA" for a moment. The above claim justifies our decision to compare Tpa + Znd with Tpres + Znd (both theories having the same language and the same induction axioms) instead of comparing Tpa + Znd with Presburger arithmetic (formulated in the language without multiplication) extended by In& meaning induction axioms of & not containing multiplication. 0
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Throughout this proof, let the similarity type d be a disjoint copy of r (the similarity type of arithmetic). Recall from Section 1 that the function and relation symbols of t are 0, S, G, +, *. For simplicity, we will use these symbols for referring to the function and relation symbols of d as well. This will not cause confusion, since context will always help, for example, when writing up terms and formulas of similarity type d, we use variables from X, while we use variables from 2 in terms and formulas of similarity type t.
We will give a set DT c Ff (data theory) and a pea As it will be mentioned later, the present choices of DT and [p]q were already used by the second author, in various ways, for calibrating the proof-theoretic powers of temporal logics for proving pca's.
Let P0 be the following finite fragment of Peano arithmetic (of similarity type
PO~f{x'o=o,x+o=x, x + S(x,) = S(x + Xl), x . S(q) =x . XI +x}.
Let Dot be the following axiomatization of discrete linear ordering (possibly) with top element:
and let
LabelAx 9 (0 # S(0) # S(S(0)) # S(S(S(O)))},
DT sf PO + Dot + LabelAx.
(The set LabelAx is needed to ensure the existence of enough different labels for the program below.) Clearly DT E FT. Let p be the program indicated in Fig. 1 , that is p puts the variable x0 equal to 0 (of d), and then replaces x0 by its successor until x0 and S(x,J become equal. Let P-c_ F$' be the set of Peano's axioms without the induction schema. (Then P-is P" plus an axiomatization of discrete linear ordering without top element but with bottom element 0 and successor S, see e.g. in [18, Definition 161.) By [19, Corollary 401, there exists a I7r formula y of the similarity type of arithmetic such that Tpaby but P-+E,fy (1) (moreover, P-+ I& k y). This y is Con(P-+ LX,) stating the consistency of P-+ 12,. (We note that [19, Corollary 401 guarantees more than this, namely that for each IZ > 0 there is a II, formula y,, with P-+ LYE f y,, and P-+ Z2n+1 b yn . Thus, (1) remains true if we substitute P-+ Z2n+1 and P-+ Z& for Tpa and P-+ El respectively.)
Since y is a II, formula, its negation is _ZI, and by a generalization of Matijasevic's theorem, given in [9, Theorem 3.151, one can find terms a(Z), t(2) such that
P-+ Lx, i= [1y f, 32 (t(i) = o(2))],
here X = (x,, . . . , x,-1) for some m E w. Hence
P-+ I21 L-[y * v,f (t(2) # a(?))]
which, together with (l), implies that Tpa L z(f) # a(2) but P-+ Z2, !# z(2) # a(2).
(2)
Since d is a copy of the similarity type of arithmetic, we may assume that the members of X really belong to the set X of variables, and the terms r(2) and a(Z) above are elements of Trm$. Let I/J(x~) E FT be the formula We note that the only free variable of r/j is x0 E X. Claim 2.3 below was used by the second author around the end of 1982 for proving that Tpa f Znd proves strictly more pea's than any of the known temporal logics, cf. e.g. We prove that there is a least element a of T with the above property:
Proof. First we show that there exists an e E T with (**) so(e) # b but so(S(e)) = b,
If Vx (x(z)-+ x(S(z))) would hold, then by ind(y,, z) E Znd,, Vz (so(z) # b) would hold, contradicting so(c) = b for some c E T (since p terminates). This proves (**).
Let e E T be a time point satisfying (**), and let a dg'S(e). We will prove that a is the time point desired by Claim 2.4. To see this, it is enough to show that
because of the following. (4) Assume, by contradiction, that s"(z) = b and z $ a. Then a > z by P-. Hence e 2 z, which, by (4), yields s"(e) = b-a contradiction.
To prove (4), let z E Z be fixed, and assume s" (ii) (s" r (T 1 a)):(T 1 a)~Ll is a bijection.
Proof of (i).
It is immediate from its definition that s"(0) = 0 and s" is an S-homomorphism, that is s"(S(z)) = S@"(z)). The fact that S" is a s-homomorphism can be seen, e.g., as follows. Let z, E Z be fixed, and let r$(zi, z) be z1 s z--,s"(z~) s s"(z).
+(zl, 0) holds because z1 s 0 implies z, = 0 by P-, and then s"(z,) = s"(0) = 0 s S"(Z). Assume q(zl, z) holds, and assume z1 s S(z). We want to prove s"(tJ s S"(S(Z)). If z1 = S(z) then s"(zi) = s"(S(z)) = S(s"(z)), thus s"(zl) s s"(S(z)). If z1 < S(z) then either z1 =z z or z1 > z. If z1 G z then s"(zl) <S,,(Z) by the induction hypothesis, and then s"(z,) G s"(z) G S(s"(z)) = s"(S(z)). If z1 > z, then S(z)< zi s S(z,) by P-, further S(z,) s S(z) by assumption and P-, thus S(z) = S(z,). Thus s"(zJ c S(S"(Z,)) = S"(S(Z1)) = S"(S(Z)).
Thus we proved I@(z,, z)+ v(zl, S(z)) f or arbitrary z E T. Thus, $J(z,, 0) and ind( q, z) E Ind,, together prove that VZ(I@(Z,, z)) for arbitrary z, E T, which proves that S" is a S-homomorphism.
To prove that S" is a +-homomorphism, let z, E Z be fixed, and for some z E Z let (~(2, q) be the formula S"(Z + z,) = S"(Z) + S"(G), and apply ind( o, z) E Znd,, . (The successor step will work because J% F PC'.)
One can similarly prove that so is a --homomorphism, by applying ind(p, z) E Ind,, where p is & . Zl> = so(z) . %(4.
Proof of (ii).
Assume that so is not onto on (T r a), that is let x E D \Rng(s") and let 6(z) be the formula s"(z) <x.
Then 6 To prove that S" is one-one on (T 1 a), first we note that
Indeed, if z > 0 then z = S(z,) for some zi, and thus (5) S"(Z) = S"(~(Zl)) = Q"(Zl)) + 0.
Next we prove that Ju k (X =S X] +x + S"(Z) =S X1 + S"(Z)).
Fix any X, x1 E D with x <x1 and apply ind(x + sg(z) G x1 + so(z), z) E Irzd,,.
(6)
Now assume a 2 z1 > z,. Then so(zz) s S(s"(z2)) by Dot, and s"(z2) f S(s"(z2)) by Claim 2.4. Thus S"(Z2) < W"(Z2)).
On the other hand, since z1 > zz, we have zl =z,+ z for some z >O. Hence s"(zl) = s"(zJ + s"(z). By (5), s"(z) 3 S(O), and then by (6)
From this, using (7), we get S"(Zl) = S"(Z2) + S"(Z) -2, G"(Z2)) 'S"(Z2)
which was required. We have proved Claim 2.5. 0
Now it can easily be seen that the first part of (2) and Claim 2.5 together prove Claim 2.3 (v was defined in item (3)). 0 
where c is defined in B by
It is easy to check that s is well-defined, B k Dot, and B is a homomorphic image of A. Since P0 consists of equations only and they are preserved under homomorphisms, B k P". Since b > 3, B k LabelAx. Thus We turn to showing .kl+ k Znd. Here we give only the main line of the proof. The technical details are in Section 3. We start with constructing new models from an arbitrary model A of P-in the following definition.
Definition 2.7. Let A = (A, 0, S, C, +, a) be a model of P-and fix an arbitrary 0 # b E A. We define a new structure E(A, 6) -or briefly E-as follows. The universe of E is A. Except for the multiplication, all the operations and relations are the same in E as in A, and for X, y E A let Now recall that A k P-+ LIZ, (A is as in (8)). Let b E A, and consider the model E(A, b) as defined in Definition 2.7 above. It can be seen that for any x E & with parameters in JV but no free variables other than z E 2 there is a unary formula Q, E c with parameters in E(A, b) but no free variables other than z E 2 such that for all q E A
Corollary 3.10 in Section 3 states that for any 91 E F, and z E 2, E(A, b) 'F ind(g?, z). Thus by (12), for any x E E;d and z E 2 JV k ind(x, z), that is, JU+ k Znd.
Therefore, by (ll), .4+ k Tpres, and thus
DT + Tpres + Ind # [p]+.
Thus Claim 2.6 has been proved.
•! Claim 2.3 and Claim 2.6 together prove Theorem 2.1. 0
For stating some corollaries, we need to define a kind of arithmetical hierarchy of (three-sorted) & formulas. We call an fid formula A0 if the only quantifiers possibly occurring in it are bounded quantifiers of the time sort. Based on this, one can define a &, & hierarchy, using quantifiers of sort time only. For example, an & formula is called 2, if it is of the form 32 I,Q for some A0 formula 3; here Z = (zO, . . . , zk) for some k E w, and z,, . . . , zk are variables of sort time. (Giving a formal recursive definition is left to the reader.)
For each 12 2 0, we let lndZn dzf {ind( cp, 2): z E 2, Q, E 2, Q, E & and cp is a Z,, formula}. (ii) (P-+ ZZ,) + ZndLY, -Co (P-+ ZZ;) + Znd,,
Proof. The proof of Theorem 2.1 proves Tpres + Znd & (P-+ L&) + Zndqf
(which is sharper than Theorem 2.1). The only place where ZZ; was needed was when we proved the existence of a n, formula y such that P-+ I& k y but (T'res + P-) + Znd, l# y. The proof of this was started with item (1). In the proof of Corollary 2.9 below, we will show that this y can be improved such that P-+ I2, b y but (Tpres + P-) + Ind, # y. By using the techniques of the proof of Corollary 2.9, this proves (i).
In passing we note that the Z,.?$ part of (i) can in principle be improved by taking a system S weaker than IZ:, and finding a 11r formula y such that P-+ S L y but (Tpres + P-) + Ind, 'f y.
Via slightly modifying the proof of Theorem 2.1, we can get a proof for (ii), as follows. In the proof everything goes through in its original form, the only difference is in the proof of Claim 2.6: when defining At/II+ from A and from b E A, we do not take the additive reduct A+ but we take A itself as a time frame. So we let J%%~ (A, B, { sn, s,}, value-of) . Now we can reformulate item (12) as follows.
For any x E l$, with parameters in A but no free variables other than z E 2 there is a unary formula 'p E F, with parameters in A but no free variables other than z E 2 such that for all 4 E A Further, if x is a ;5, formula then so is q.
w+ Therefore, for any 2, formula x E fid we have A k ind(cp, z) since A 112, was assumed (here Q, is the above translation of x). Thus by (12)+ above & k ind(~, z) for any x E Z&, proving JU kIndZ, and thus finishing the proof of (ii). El
Moreover, the following infinite hierarchy also holds.
Corollary 2.9. (i) (Vn a O)(Vk < n)(P-+ Z_ZJ + Ind& Co (P-+ 12"+1) + hd&.
(ii) (Vn 3 O)(P-+ I&) + IndE,, <a (P-+ Z&) + hd-Z"+,, .
Proof. (i) is not a corollary of theorems or lemmas we formulated, but instead, it is a corollary of the above modification of the proof of Theorem 2.1. In order to replace 1 by rr in Corollary 2.8(ii), let us examine the proof of Theorem 2.1 step by step. Let k < n be fixed. By the remark (quoting [19] ) immediately below item (l), there is a n, formula y,, with (p-+ Gz) St Yn and (P-+ I&+,) k yn, if n > 0. Now, we use this y,, in place of y in our proof to form the pea [p]~~.
In case of n = 0 we must do two things:
(1) Observing4 that it is known that there is a fll formula y0 such that (P-+ I&) f y. but (P-+ Z-Z,) h yo (here 1& is the same thing as IA,,).
(2) Avoiding use of Matijasevic's theorem, and achieving the same affect by a more cumbersome output condition ~JJ~, as follows.
Recall that y. is of the form Vx pO(x) where p0 contains only bounded quantifiers. We let the new output condition qo(x) be (Vxr <x)("We can compute the truth value of po(x,) by using only numbers smaller than x" 3 po(xl)).
This formula is easily formalizable since there are only 'finitely' many terms (and subterms) in pO. / Now one can modify the proof of Claim 2.3 for proving The proof needs only straightforward modifications. The subclaims in the proof (Claims 2.4, 2.5) remain unchanged both in formulation and in proof. Now we note that statement (12)' remains true if we assume only A k (P-+ Z&) and one can also prove that if x is JY,, then so is QI. Therefore the above modified proof works for proving the following: Claims 2.3+ and 2.6+ complete the proof of (i).
(ii) is a consequence of (i) in the following way. Zz,, is contained in Znd&, hence (P-+ Z&) + ZndE, = (P-+ Z&) + ZndX,. By choosing k = n in (i), we have (P-+ I&) + Znd& $, (P-+ Z&) + Znd& <a (P-+ I&+,) + Znd_& so (P-+ Zz;,,,) + Znd&+,,.
So (i) =$ (ii) is proved. Cl

Peano arithmetic with hounded multiplication
In the proof of Claim 2.6 we constructed a new model E from an arbitrary model A of P-and b E A (Definition 2.7). We shall prove that in such a new model the induction axiom is satisfied for each formula Q, E E (Corollary 3.10). This proof will be based on Corollary 3.3, Theorem 3.4, and Lemma 3.6 below. (the difference of r and CJ is divisible by r).
For any valuation q E zA of the variables, for any u E A and for any z E Z, let the valuation q: E 'A be defined as follows:
We let tb denote the expansion of the similarity type t with the constant symbol
From, now on, A denotes an arbitrary but fixed model of P-+ LX,, and b E A is arbitrary but fixed. Recall the definition of the model E(A, b) of similarity type tb from Section 2 (Definition 2.7). From now on, (E, b) denotes the model E(A, b) associated to A and b in the previous sentence.
Let Q, E Flh be a z,, (I&) formula, let q E zA, and let z E Z be a variable not occurring in cp. Then there is a z,, (IT,,) formula 9' E F, such that
This is easy to see, using the definition of aE (see Definition 2.7). The idea of the proof of this lemma is the following. By definition, let 2 0 z1 = z2 iff z2 S 2 A [(zl 3 2 A z2 = 0) v z1 + 2, = 21.
From P-+ Z& it is easy to prove that 0 is a function, z < z, + S(z, 0 S(z)) = z,OzandzOz=O. Let q E F, be fin, and assume that
holds. By contradiction, assume that Vz cp does not hold. Then -19(a) for some a.
Let r/~(z) denote lq(a 0 2). Then, using (*) and the simple facts concerning 0 above, one can easily prove that ~(0) and Vz (q(z)-, +(S(z))) hold. Since 0 is a function, II, is .X,, (this is immediate by 'pure logic'). By ZJ$ we can conclude Vz v(z). Then, in particular, q(a) holds, hence iv(O), contradicting q(O) in (*). This proves Vz q, completing the proof idea of the Paris-Kirby lemma. (Actually, by symmetry, this proves P-k (ZZn * 1,) but we do not need this here.) Now, let A, (E, b) be as above, Q, E Fyh a n, formula. Then A k P-+ LX,. By the just proved lemma then A b In,. But then the argument given in the Z:, case, with the obvious changes, completes the proof. 0 
Proof. Let v(z) be (Vz, ~z)l~)(zr).
Then r/j is n,, and thus, by Lemma 3.2, HO) A Vz (Hz)+ W(z))) would imply Vz I/J(Z). But the latter contradicts 3z q(z), therefore either iv(O) or 3z (~($J(z)-+ q(S(z)))).
In both cases the statement of this corollary holds. 0 Proof. Let A be an arbitrary but fixed model of P-+ 12, and let b E A. For simplicity of the proof, we expand the similarity types t and tb with the symbol -(the symbol of subtraction). The expanded similarity types are t-and tb-. Let A' be a disjoint copy of A, CefA UA', let -:A+A ' be a bijection, and let 0 -agf-a for every a EA. Let C = (C, 0, S, =%, +, -, .) be the structure of similarity type t-defined from C in the natural way (i.e., 0 = O*, for every a E A, S(a) = S*(a) and S(-a) = (a -1) etc.).
Let QJ E Fp. We prove the theorem by induction on the complexity of 97. If rp is an atomic formula then it is evidently equivalent to a formula of form (13) The conjunction of two formulas of form (13) is trivially equivalent to a formula of the desired form. The negation of a formula of form (13) is also equivalent to a formula of form (13) (13) then 3z cp is also equivalent to a formula of form (13). We shall prove this fact using a number of new notations and lemmas.
Fix any i E 'Z. We will define for every t E Trm,h the terms E,(r) and ub,( r) -called the lower and upper bound of z, respectively -by recursion on the complexity of t. If there is no danger of confusion we shall omit the subscript z. 
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(C, 6) kc&(t) -lb(t) = nb.
(Here rz depends on the form of z only.) where cl, c2, cj are constant factors, z,, z2, r3 are terms. Let r be the least common multiple of these factors, and let z' = rz. Using z', the above formulas become:
Combining these ideas, we get the following claim: which, by Claim 3.7, is equivalent to
Case 2 
A close examination of the formula (16) shows that by (18) and (19) there is an i < I such that Let h E o denote the maximum of the numbers h,. Now fix any j with 12; <j < mi. Then there exists an e E A, e G hb + r' with lb(o,) + e = d, see Fig. 3. Then (20) and (21) 
where w E 2 is a new variable. Denote the formula occurring in (22) One can easily obtain a formula q' E Fth of form (13) such that for any valuation
We have proved Lemma 3.6. 0
Now let Q, E F,h be a formula of form (13), and let z E Z be an arbitrary variable symbol. Then
where @ is obtained from Q, by substituting 0 for every product that contains z. The first member of the disjunction on the right hand side of the equivalence is clearly a formula of form (13). In the second member, variable z does not occur in a product, so by Lemma 3.6 it is equivalent to a formula of the desired form. This proves Theorem 3.4. 0 Since b can be defined in E by a A,, formula of similarity type t we get:
Corollary 3.9. For every formula C.P E 8 there is a 2, formula go+ E F, such that Ek~,++q+.
•i
Now Lemma 3.2 and Corollaries 3.8 and 3.9 together give Let Ax be any combination of our distinguished axiom systems Ind, . . . , Tpa, . . . , Z-Z,, investigated in this paper. Then Mod,,(Ax) s &, is defined the usual way. Now, is one of the many possible dynamic logics. (The hierarchy of dynamics logics is analogous to the hierarchy of modal logics including S4, S4.1, . . . , S4.3, S5 etc., cf. e.g. in [4] .) These dynamic logics were compared from the point of view of their program verifying powers in many of the papers quoted so far. The present paper shows that even if we restrict our attention to provability of partial correctness only, we have an infinite hierarchy in Corollary 2.9. Also, adding multiplication to the time frame increases pea-proving power (Theorem 2.1).
Temporal logic with discrete time (TL from now on) as used in a substantial part of computer science literature (see e.g. [l, 3,4,5,10,13,22,26,28] ) is a logic with three basic modalities 0, (F), (P} meaning next-time, sometime in the future and sometime in the past respectively. (Sometimes binary modalities like 'until' are included too, but that is not important now.)
The set TF, of temporal formulas of similarity type d is the smallest set satisfying (a) and (b) below.
(a) Every atomic formula from F:"y is in TF,.
(b) For any Q,J, I# E TF, and i E w, Note that y; may occur in TF,, but it cannot be quantified over. In TL, y; is called apexible constant symbol. (So it is no more regarded as a variable, but instead as a constant which may change its value in time.) The class of models for TFd is Mod,,. That is, the so-called Kripke models of temporal logic are exactly the classical models of & we have been studying in this paper. Instead of defining the validity relation kt G Mod, X TFd directly, we define it by defining a translation function tr : l-F, ---, fld.
First we define an auxiliary function tr* : TFd x z* & as follows. Intuitively, tr*(q, z) means that q is true at time z. For every z E Z, i, j E w and q, I/J E TFd,
(1) t~*(ri =~~~:)~f (y,(Z) =Xj) ( recall that y,(Z) = ext(y,, z)) (2) tr*(v, 2) = '1' h w enever q is atomic and no y E Y occurs in v, (3) tr* preserves classical connectives and quantifiers (e.g. W*(3Xi cp, z)sf 3x; tr*(QA 2)) (4) W*(Oq, Z)" 3Zj (2; = S(Z) A tr*(q, Zi)) (5) tr*((F)q, z)~f(3z;~z)fr*(Q), 2;) (6) tr*((P) q, z) '!Ef (3~; =z z) tr*(q, zJ).
Since we may assume that every flexible constant yi occurs only in the form y, = xi, the definition of tr* is completed.
For Q, E TF,, tr(cp)gfffr*(q), zJ, further for any JII E Mod,, we let A!=,g? iff &l=tr(cp).
The basic (or weakest) temporal logic is A complete Hilbert-style inference system for TLO can be found e.g. in [4] . Similarly to the case of dynamic logics, TLO itself is not very useful as a temporal logic, it is only a starting point. Let Md, = (4 E Mod, : Ju = (N, . . , ) } where N is the standard model of arithmetic. Let TL, = (TF,, Mdo,, k,> It was proved in [5] that it is completely impossible to give a complete inference system for even the weakest fragments of TL,, even if we take completeness in the weakest bearable sense. (So the situation is much worse than just saying that the validities of TL, are not recursively enumerable. Of course, they are not, but we could still hope to be able to prove some very basic temporal formulas about programs, say restricting our ambitions to those programs which terminate etc. Such 'hopes' are disproved in [5] .) So then it is natural to take 'logical' axiom systems Ax c 1c;d as we did here, and study the temporal logics TL,, = (TF,, Mod,(Ax), bt>.
This approach was taken in all the temporal logic papers quoted from the present work.
[12] announced a completeness theorem for TL,,. Completeness results, at least for provability of temporal statements about programs, were proved for T&,=~+r,~) beginning with [22] . From the results of the present paper it follows that T&,,+M) is closer (from the purely temporal point of view) to the desirable but 'unreachable' TL, than TLcTpres+lndl. (By Corollary 2.9, there is an infinite hierarchy of temporal logics in between.) An early, preprint version of this paper motivated [l] to try to find a Hilbert style completeness theorem for TLcTpa+,ndj. And it was with the methods of the present paper that [28] showed that the problem remains still open. These developments led to the present situation when the theory of temporal logic heavily uses weak systems of Peano's arithmetic, cf. e.g. [4] .
